
2015 Rookie Division Rules – Sayville Little League 
	  

	  
	  
Performance Objective 
	  
The performance objective for the Instructional Baseball program is for our children to 
participate in coach assisted Tee Ball with coach pitched games that will be used to develop 
individual player skills in a non-competitive environment. 
	  
The rules are simplified to accommodate young beginner players. The program emphasizes 
skill development and sportsmanship over winning. 

	  
	  
Safety and Equipment 

	  
1. Safety is always first. 
2. NO ON DECK SWINGING. Misuse of the bat is the leading cause of serious injury in youth 

baseball and softball. The only player that should be even holding a bat is the batter. All bats 
should be kept together against a backstop to avoid a tripping hazard. 

3. No throwing the bat. Players should be taught to drop the bat before running to first 
base. 

4. All batters will wear a batting helmet while both at bat and on base. Throwing of helmets is 
not permitted. If you have a cracked helmet - do not use it - the league will replace it. 

5. No leading. 
6. No base stealing. 
7. Shoes with steel spikes are prohibited. 
8. No jewelry will be worn. 
9. Sayville Little League requires that each manager keep a parent completed medical form 

for each player in his or her possession at all times. 
10. Only league supplied “Softee” balls are to be used for practice and games. Do not allow any 

outside balls such as hard baseballs to be used. Managers and coaches should control the 
number of balls being thrown around during practice and games. 

11. Equipment bags are provided by the league for the use of registered managers, coaches 
and players only. The manager is responsible for the equipment bag and must return it and 
all equipment (except baseballs) at the end of the season. 

12. Heart guards are not required but recommend by the league. 
13. Protective cups should be worn by all players. 
14. Each equipment bag should contain a first aid kit. Ice packs are available at the 

concession stands at Broadway and Gillette. A defibrillator is also located at each 
concession stand. 

15. All managers and coaches are required to attend the annual safety clinic for further 
information and details. 

16. Any injuries should be reported to the Safety Officer and/or the division 
coordinator. An Incident form should be filled out. They can be downloaded 
from the league web site. 

	  
	  
	  
Bat	  Racks	  should	  be	  kept	  inside	  the	  backstop	  to	  permit	  batter	  to	  only	  have	  bat	  when	  up	  at	  plate



Performance Goals of the Rookie (7) Program 
	  
1.  Familiarize players with the concept of teamwork and with the responsibilities of a team 

member. Players will know and address all teammates by name. 
2.  Familiarize players with the concept of sportsmanship. We will not run-up the score on 

any team; we will shake hands with the opponent after the game, etc. 
3.  Players will demonstrate a basic knowledge the rules. 
4.  Players will demonstrate knowledge of basic offensive and defensive strategies. 
5.  Players will be able to identify parts of the baseball diamond. 
6.  Players will be able to identify the positions played in the game. 
7.  Players will be able to identify equipment used in the game. 
8.  Players will be able to assume a proper batting position in the batter’s box. 
9.  Players will be able to hit a coach pitched ball. 
10. Players will be able to run the bases and score runs.  Players should be taught to run 

through first base. 
11. Players will be able to assume the ready position on defense. 
12. Players will be able to field a ground ball and a short pop up and a fly ball into the outfield. 
	  
Rules of the Rookie (7) Program 

	  

	  
1.  If possible, teams should be holding practices separate from the games at this age level. 
2.  Games will be 4-6 innings with a 1:30 time limit. No inning should begin 1 hour, 15 

minutes after start time. 
3.  All players present will be placed in the batting line-up. 
4.  This is the first year we will be playing outs in an inning.  An out batter returns to the bench. 
5.  A half-inning will end when the batting team gets 3 outs or goes through the lineup 1 time, 

whichever comes first. The last batter does NOT hit a home run in this division. 
6.  All hitting is to start with coach pitching. Please throw 4-6 good pitches.  If possible call at 

least one “ball” and one “strike” for learning purposes.  At the coaches discretion the tee 
will be used. This rule should be followed closely so games do not extend and all kids 
get their ABs in the time frame. 

7.  A player can be positioned near the mound to field as a pitcher. Infielders should play in the 
proper spots and the remainder of the players should be spread across the outfield. Players 
should be rotated each inning so all will have a chance to play different positions. 

8.  ONLY IF EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE, a player can be put in the catcher’s position with 
equipment on to “get a feel” of the catcher’s position.  If a player catcher is used, Coaches 
should field missed pitches and return to pitcher in an effort to keep the game moving.  Also, 
Coaches should assist players with putting on/taking off catcher’s equipment between 
innings in an effort to keep the game moving. 

9.  If the ball is overthrown at first base, runners should NOT advance to second base. This is 
to keep the force option at second base in an effort to teach/reinforce this play in 
subsequent at bats. 

10. The batter can advance to second on a hit to the outfield but must stop there. Players 
should be taught to run through first base on a close play, to round the base and pick up 
the ball on a hit, and when to continue on to second base. 

11. Coaches should start to teach base runners when to run depending on number of outs 
and whether the batted ball is on the ground or in the air. 

12. No stealing or leading. 
13. If the runner is out on a fielding play he will return to the bench. The catcher or coach can 

play defense on plays at the plate. 
14. Teams can keep score but it should not be emphasized. There are no standings in this 

division. 
15. Try to keep the games fun and competitive while concentrating on teaching as well. 


